Icy January Blues

From the hills of Colorado, our member Katherine Solbert, sends these instructions for our January Block of the Month. (We ditched the paper pieced block previously selected because we were having great difficulty with the formatting and adhering to copyright courtesy.)

So sew away and avoid the storms! PS any blue will be fine. Keep the corners white.

Cut one 5 inch square in a Blue print. Cut 4 - 2 inch squares of a light print or white.

Draw a diagonal line on the wrong side of the 2 inch squares, corner to corner.

Place the 4 - 2 inch squares in the corners of the 5 inch block. Right sides together. Make sure your diagonal lines touching the outside edge of the 5 inch block

Sew on the diagonal lines and trim off the outside of the corners leaving a 1/4 seam allowance.

Press back the four corners and you are done. Easy Peasy!